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Abstract:- There is a lot of advancement in the internet based strategy in a well efficient fashion respectively.
Here the advancement is related to the computation of the cloud in a well oriented approach respectively.
There is a lot of demand for this particular aspect from the user based aspect in a well oriented fashion
respectively. Many of the users are getting attracted to this particular strategy in a well efficient fashion
respectively. Here there is a user friendly oriented access of the environment followed by the quite reliable
fashion respectively. There is a major problem with respect to this particular oriented strategy is the security
is the major problem due to the wireless based communication of the data in a well oriented fashion
respectively. Here the service provider based on the outsourcing oriented data plays a major role in the
system based aspect in which query based similarity measure followed by the data metric oriented
outsourcing in a well oriented fashion respectively. Here there is a provision has to be maintained in the
present design oriented technique is rather well efficient format in which depending on the requirement of
the user the data is directly provided for the user based access but not for the mediator oriented strategy by
the dealer. Here there is a huge analysis is made n the system that is the mutual agreement is made between
the user followed by the well effective service provider based fashion in which there would be maintained
with the privacy or not and also the agreement involves the terms and conditions oriented aspect followed by
the terms of the use with respect to the cost and the bandwidth allocation and everything there is a proper
trade off followed by the negotiation based phenomena. Experiments have been conducted on the present
designed technique and it performance based strategy followed by the entire system outcome is displayed in a
very efficient fashion respectively.
Keywords:- Processing of the data related query, Security based aspect, Privacy control, Data authentication
and integration respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a lot of advancement in the system with
respect to the engineering oriented aspect in the form
of the communication oriented aspect which is
interrelated to the digital form of the data in a well
oriented fashion respectively [2]. Where there is an
involvement in the large collection of the data based
approach in a well efficient manner and some of them
oriented with fields related aspect which it plays a
major role includes sesmic, astrology followed by the
medicine in a well oriented fashion respectively [1].
There is a huge complexity towards the system based
aspect in which processing of the collection oriented
fashion in a well directed approach respectively [3].
Where there is a research oriented utility potential
based strategy for the purpose of the commercial
usage related to the business oriented fashion by the
owner of the data based creativity respectively [4][5].
There is a complete maintenance by the following
owner who has actually designed the system in a well
oriented approach and also a accurate format where
the privacy is maintained and terms and conditions
with respect to the measurement followed by the
responsibility aspect respectively.
BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure shows the block diagram of the present 
technique respectively
II. METHODOLOGY
Here there is a huge problem for the present method
where it is supposed to analyze the system in a
dramatically oriented approach in a well defined
fashion respectively [9][6]. Here the implementation
of the present technique is shown in the below figure
in the form of the block diagram based approach and
is explained in a brief elaborative fashion
respectively [7]. There is a huge challenge for the
present method where it is supposed to control the
degraded performance of the several previous
methods and also the accurate analysis of the present
method in a well efficient analysis followed by the
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problem based strategy where the previous one fails
to implement accurately and lost the performance
criteria is a major concern for the present method
oriented success. Here the present method completely
overcome the drawbacks of the several previous
methods in a well efficient fashion followed by the
entire system based accurate outcome respectively
[10][8]. Here we finally conclude that the present
method is effective and efficient in terms of the
performance based strategy followed by the accurate
analysis with respect to the entire system based
outcome in a well respective fashion.
III. EXPECTED RESULTS
A comparative analysis is made between the present
method to that of the several previous methods in a
well effective fashion and is shown in the below
figure in terms of the graphical representation
respectively. Here the present designed method
completely overcome the drawback related to the
several previous methods in a well efficient fashion
and also control oriented strategy of the degraded
performance of the several previous methods in a
accurate analysis respectively. Here we finally
conclude that the present method is designed with a
well effective strategy where there is a control
oriented scenario of the previous methods due to its
failures and also the performance based strategy
plays a major role for the entire outcome in a well
respective fashion where the error of the previous
methods are identified and analyzed with respect to
the theoretical information based aspect.
Figure shows the graphical representation of the 
present technique respectively
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new technique is proposed based on
the well efficient framework oriented strategy in a
well advanced fashion with respect to the
performance of the system followed by the accurate
analysis of the entire outcome oriented phenomena in
a well respective fashion. Here a technique is
proposed based on the similarity measure oriented
strategy in a well efficient manner which is related ot
the data metric sensitivity oriented phenomena in a
well efficient fashion such as the data related to the
bio information based phenomena which is used for
the search based data outsourcing based phenomena
in a well effective fashion depending on the search
based strategy respectively. As many of the previous
technique is taken in to the consideration based
aspect there is either of the one fault takes place in
the system based scenario there may be problem with
respect to the efficiency of the system or may be
problem with respect to the security based aspect but
here none of the system quiet efficient with respect to
both of the strategies in a well efficient fashion
respectively. Here we finally conclude that the
present designed technique come across this
particular phenomena which is successful for the
accurate implementation of the both strategies in a
well efficient manner respectively.
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